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“The at home coffee market will benefit more than any
non-alcoholic beverage category from the short and long
term changes brought about by COVID-19 and the
recession.”
– Caleb Bryant, Associate Director of Food and
Drink Reports

This report looks at the following areas:
•
•
•
•

The impact of COVID-19 on consumer behavior and the coffee market.
How the recession will benefit the coffee market
Creamer market trends
Gen Z coffee preferences

The home coffee market will greatly benefit from many of the changes brought about by the pandemic.
The rapid rise of consumers working from home will lead to an increase in the total volume of coffee
sold and consumers will seek to create their own coffee house specialty drinks; indicating a prime
opportunity for products that turn consumers into baristas. Consumers will cut back on coffee sourced
from foodservice outlets and instead treat themselves to affordable retail coffee options.
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Coffee takes on many forms
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Less than half of Gen Z consumers drink roasted coffee
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Coffee Attitudes
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Consumers will still spend money on premium coffee
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